Tekskil 15V LCD Teleprompters
The Industrial Quality affordable 15 inch Prompter
Tekskil’s 15 inch Ultralight Value Series Prompter Monitors are the ultimate in inexpensive performance,
guaranteed to perform under the most challenging conditions. Custom electronics and optics combine for
enhanced readability. They incorporate enhanced LCD panels (improved brightness and contrast), special
optics, and surrounded with a rugged yet lightweight folded metal enclosure. The advantage of using the lighter
weight enclosure allows it to be used on smaller lightweight tripods as well as the midweight robotic pan & tilt
heads,
Our innovative modular construction enables you to configure your prompter as a field or Outdoor Broadcasting
system, indoor Studio Robotics or as the next Presidential Speech Prompter. Changing is as easy as
disconnecting the panel from the quick release plate and retasking with either our field kit or Speech Prompter
Conversion Kit. Four different hood configurations, three rail lengths and five different risers will tailor fit any
camera and lens, no matter what!








Tekskil 15" displays will replace most models of QTV, Listec,
Autoscript or Telescript prompters
Tekskil prompters are serious all-metal professional grade
products
Ultralight Series uses an innovative folded metal enclosure
Come complete with the latest LED technology high resolution
displays having 400+ cd/m2 (nits) of brightness and a 2000:1
contrast ratio
Can be configured with a front mounted LED Tally light, our
TallyCAM Tally Display or our new Electronic Floor Manager
(Clock, Tally, Messaging, SMPTE Time Code, Audible Cueing)
Very affordably priced

15V-R with P90 Dynamically Balanced Cradle
on a Panasonic AW-PH405 Pan & Tilt

LCD-15V
High Bright Active Matrix TFT LCD
Diagonal Screen Size
(HxV):
Pixel Format (RGB):
LED Backlight:
Contrast Ratio:
Viewing Angle (H/V):
Weight of display and bracket:
Power Consumption:
Warranty:

15.0 inches
(11.7" x 9")
1024 x 768
400+ cd/m2
2000:1
170º / 170º
7.0 lbs.
26 W
One Year

15V-HD with stabilized and
dampened wide angle Beamsplitter

A Tekskil LCD Teleprompter is a proven solution - contact us for details.

Set up one of our systems in your studio and see the difference for yourself

Tekskil Industries, Inc.
Phone: 604-985-2250
Visit our website at Tekskil.com

Toll Free 877-TEKSKIL (835-7545)

Toll Free Fax: 877-576-8361
Email: Team@tekskil.com

